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What is UEBA ?

To protect against sophisticated attacks, you need to detect anomalous behaviour by all your users and 

entities. Detecting insider attacks before they have a chance to compromise an organization is still a 

major challenge for the IT industry today. According to the 2018 Verizon Data Breach Reporti, 60% of 

breaches took months or longer to detect, implying that the damage had already been done by the time the 

breach was discovered. According to the cybersecurity insider threat report, 53 percent of organizations 

have been victims of insider attacks in the last year. Classic controls are no longer effective once 

credentials have been compromised and the attacker has gained control of the account. The only effective 

detection method is to monitor abnormal user and entity behavior.


User and entity behaviour analytics (UEBA) is a 

cybersecurity solution that detects anomalies in the 

behaviour of network users, entities, routers, 

servers, and endpoints using algorithms and 

machine learning.It provides a more comprehensive 

way to ensure that your organization has top-notch 

IT security while also assisting you in detecting users 

and entities that may compromise your entire IT 

system. It enables organisations to detect a wide 

range of cyber threats,such as brute-force attacks, 

distributed denial of service (DDoS), insider threats, 

compromised accounts, etc. The UEBA safeguards 

organizations from paying cyber attackers to restore 

their systems and losing money in the hours or days 

of lost productivity caused by a server that was 

compromised by a malware attack.
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The Right Tool for the Job


Today 's businesses can strengthen their security posture by being more proactive in mitigating threats 
and having visibility into user and entity behavior. With the SIEMITry UEBA module, you can detect 
anomalous user behavior, suspicious lateral movements, insider threats, areas of non-compliance, and 
attacks from users and entities inside and outside the organization. It keeps an eye on the cloud, 
servers, storage devices, network hardware, and endpoints to detect ransomware, phishing, insider 
threats, and DDoS attacks. 


With a single platform, our UEBA module can handle multiple security use cases. The SIEMITry UEBA 
module has inside threat detection capabilities, which can detect outside attacks that have breached an 
organization’s perimeter . It also improves the performance of current security tools and assists 
customers in complying with industry regulations. UEBA baseline normal behaviour and then sends an 
alert when something outside of the norm happens, e.g., where do users normally log in from, what 
permissions do users have, what files, servers, and applications are users accessing, e.g. (Access Control 
List, Role-Based Access Control, Attribute-Based Access Control, and Risk Adaptive-Based Access 
Control) 

SIEMITry  
UEBAmodule

brings unique

 value to 
enterprise 
customers, 

by  enabling

them to 
detect the 
anomalies 
from both

insider and 
outsider 
threats.

“

”

Detect Insider and Outsider Threats

The SIEMITry UEBA module quickly detects any unusual changes in 
the user's behaviour. As soon as an employee accesses or downloads 
a file or folder, not usually work on, the user's risk score 
automatically starts to increase. Endpoint data is monitored by 
connecting the chain of suspicious events with those detected by 
the backend system. As the user continues to engage in suspicious 
behaviour , UEBA module will record and trace all of the evidence 
required to launch an investigation.

Reduce Risks:

Compromised user accounts are the keys to the kingdom, and any 
breach will cause the most damage. The SIEMITry UEBA module 
will quickly detect compromised users and/or credentials, 
reducing risk and data loss.

Automated Threat Detection

By utilizing  our UEBA module, enterprises cancounter the 
shortage of experienced cybersecurityanalysts and optimize the 
use of existing resources through machine learning and 
behavioral analytics.
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UEBA  Behavioral Analytics

Due to the large amount of data that has to be processed to truly monitor systems and accounts, 

continuous monitoring has typically been based on data sampling or manual spot checks. By ingesting 

data in real time in LogPoint SIEM, customers are now leveraging the SIEMITry UEBA module to truly 

achieve real-time continuous monitoring of users and entities. 



UEBA module  will assign a risk score to any account that deviates from the norm, and if it continues to 

act anomalously, the risk score increases. LogPoint UEBA analytics visualises the account’s activity and 

alerts the security analyst to validate the incident and quickly take action. The SIEMITry UEBA module 

identifies risky actions by users, devices, accounts, and files. It also draws attention to risky or 

insufficient processes and controls. Advanced behavioural analytics is used to provide enterprise 

customers with unique value by enabling them to identify anomalies that indicate both insider and 

outsider threats.
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You can read much more about this and related products on www.iotasolutions.io . Our SIEMITry 

solution goes beyond traditional SIEM solutions. You can detect anomalous user behavior, 

suspicious lateral movements, insider threats, and attacks from users and entities inside and 

outside the organization.

Benefits

The IOTA SOLUTIONS SIEMITry offers User Entity Behavioral Analysis  0f your security posture. This 

robust set of the module will:






Actively track the behavior of your Users with SIEMITry


Learn the authorized user behaviors in terms of usage, accessed content, location, time and other 

aspects u like.


Tie down the user behavior with the end points used


Streamline Response using integrated Playbooks and Workflows


Track unauthorized access of data & exfiltration


Performs In-Depth analytics to optimize threat intelligence and risk analysis


Comparison baselines for users, groups, and the entire organization


Identify, alert and detect Anomaly  (MACHINE LEARNING) 


